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Purpose: Non‐invasive axon diameter distribution (ADD) mapping using diffusion 
MRI is an ill‐posed problem. Current ADD mapping methods require knowledge of 
axon orientation before performing the acquisition. Instead, ActiveAx uses a 3D sam-
pling scheme to estimate the orientation from the signal, providing orientationally 
invariant estimates. The mean diameter is estimated instead of the distribution for the 
solution to be tractable. Here, we propose an extension (ActiveAxADD) that provides 
non‐parametric and orientationally invariant estimates of the whole distribution.
Theory: The accelerated microstructure imaging with convex optimization (AMICO) 
framework accelerates mean diameter estimation using a linear formulation com-
bined with Tikhonov regularization to stabilize the solution. Here, we implement a 
new formulation (ActiveAxADD) that uses Laplacian regularization to provide robust 
estimates of the whole ADD.
Methods: The performance of ActiveAxADD was evaluated using Monte Carlo simu-
lations on synthetic white matter samples mimicking axon distributions reported in 
histological studies.
Results: ActiveAxADD provided robust ADD reconstructions when considering 
the isolated intra‐axonal signal. However, our formulation inherited some common 
microstructure imaging limitations. When accounting for the extra axonal compart-
ment, estimated ADDs showed spurious peaks and increased variability because of 
the difficulty of disentangling intra and extra axonal contributions.
Conclusion: Laplacian regularization solves the ill‐posedness regarding the intra ax-
onal compartment. ActiveAxADD can potentially provide non‐parametric and orien-
tationally invariant ADDs from isolated intra‐axonal signals. However, further work 
is required before ActiveAxADD can be applied to real data containing extra‐axonal 
contributions, as disentangling the 2 compartment appears to be an overlooked chal-
lenge that affects microstructure imaging methods in general.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

White matter (WM) is composed of axon bundles (fascicles). 
Fascicles contain axons of different diameters,1,2 forming an 
axon diameter distribution (ADD) that influences the speed of 
action potentials.3,4 Different fascicles have different ADDs, 
which change during normal development,5 but also during 
pathological events involving axonal degeneration and injury 
like multiple sclerosis,6-9 amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,10,11 
Alzheimer’s disease,12 traumatic brain injury,13 or stroke.14

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) can 
be used to estimate tissue microstructural properties non‐ 
invasively. To estimate the ADD, WM fascicles are modeled 
as impermeable cylinders. ADD estimation is a challenging 
task, partly because similarly sized cylinders have similar 
dMRI signals, especially when using pulsed gradient spin 
echo (PGSE) sequences.15 Small variations in the mea-
surements (e.g., because of noise) can therefore drastically 
change the estimated ADD. To address these issues, several 
methods have been proposed (Table 1).

AxCaliber16 provides parametric ADD estimates and 
is considered to be orientation‐dependent because it re-
quires the measurements to be acquired perpendicularly to 
the axons. To provide orientationally invariant features, the 
ActiveAx framework17 acquires data using shells (i.e., 3D 
sampling schemes with many orientations covering the unit 
sphere), which allows the axon orientation to be estimated 
from the acquired dMRI signal.17,18 For the acquisition time 
to remain feasible, ActiveAx uses the minimal model for WM 
diffusion (ActiveAxMMWMD) that estimates the mean diame-
ter index instead of the whole ADD, reducing the number of 
required shells. An ActiveAx protocol with 3 shells has been 
optimized for mean diameter mapping on ex vivo samples, 
with Gmax = 300 mT/m.19

Daducci et al20 proposed the accelerated microstructure 
imaging using convex optimization (AMICO) framework to 
linearize and accelerate the fitting of the ActiveAxMMWMD 

model. The linearized model (ActiveAxAMICO) uses a formu-
lation that is similar to the one used by Hollingsworth and 
Johns21 and Benjamini et al22 to estimate non‐parametric dis-
tributions. Hollingsworth and Johns21 first combined it with 
Laplacian regularization to estimate distribution of diameters 
of oil droplets in water. Benjamini et al22 showed it could be 
used to provide non‐parametric ADD estimates, using double 
diffusion encoding (DDE) instead of PGSE to increase stabil-
ity. The acquisition had to be performed perpendicularly to the 
axons and is considered to be orientation‐dependent.22 The 
aim of this work is to show that the orientationally invariant 
features of ActiveAxAMICO can be combined with Laplacian 
regularization into a new formulation (ActiveAxADD) to re-
construct orientationally invariant and non‐parametric esti-
mates of the whole ADD using a PGSE protocol. The quality 
of the reconstructions was assessed using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. Experiments demonstrated that Laplacian regular-
ization allows providing robust ADDs from the isolated intra 
axonal (IA) signal, without the need of using DDE. However, 
the performance degraded when considering the extra axonal 
(EA) compartment. We show that the EA compartment might 
affect microstructure models in general, and further work is 
required before applying ActiveAxADD to real data.

2 |  THEORY

In the field of axon diameter mapping, axons are assumed to 
be impermeable cylinders.16,17,22 The WM dMRI signal S is 
expressed as a weighted contribution of IA and EA signals23

where S0 is the MRI signal without diffusion weighting, fIA is 
the IA volume fraction (IAVF), SIA is the restricted IA signal,24 
SEA is the hindered EA signal, and ε is the acquisition noise. 
The IA signal is the weighted contribution of the water within a 
set of Nd cylinders with different radii

(1)S=S0 ∗

[

fIASIA+ (1− fIA
)

SEA]+ε,

K E Y W O R D S
axon diameter, diffusion MRI, distribution, extra‐axonal, intra‐axonal, PGSE

T A B L E  1  Features of ADD mapping methods

  Non‐parametric Whole ADD Orientationally invariant EA modeling

Assaf et al16 (AxCaliber) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Benjamini et al22 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Alexander et al17 
(ActiveAxMMWMD)

✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Komlosh et al18 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Proposed method (ActiveAxADD) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
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where wd are the volume fractions of each cylinder, and Scyl is 
the dMRI signal for a cylinder with radius Rd, angles α between 
the gradient and cylinder orientations, intrinsic diffusivity D0 
and dMRI protocol parameters Ω.24 Clustering the cylinders 
into NA bins gives

where Ψbin is the volume fraction occupied by cylinders belong-
ing to each bin, and Rbin is the characteristic radius of the bin 
(taken to be the center of the bin).

In Equation 3, Ψ is related to the ADD22: if the ADD 
represents the relative number of cylinders with diameter 
within a given range (i.e., the normalized diameter histo-
gram), then the coefficients Ψ represent the relative vol-
ume fraction occupied by those same cylinders. All further 
ADD references will be referring to the coefficients Ψ (i.e., 
the volume weighted ADD).

Equations 1 and 3 can be combined as a linear system20-22

Where y is a vector containing the measured signal S, ε 
represents the acquisition noise, and A is a linear opera-
tor that discretizes the microstructure model of interest. In 
ActiveAxAMICO, A is made of 2 sub‐matrices: A = [AIA | AEA] 
where AIA and AEA encode the IA and EA compartments, 
respectively.20 When considering NA bins, AIA is made of 
NA columns with the signal of NA cylinders with radii Rbin. 
AEA is made of axisymmetric tensors. Cylinder and ten-
sor orientations are set equal to the first eigenvector of the 
diffusion tensor fitted to the signal.20

As the problem is ill‐posed, we solve the following regu-
larized problem

where the first term fits the solution to the data, and the second 
term is a regularization factor that stabilizes the solution. The 
coefficients x are the signal fractions of each column of A to be 
estimated, and can be split as x= [xIA|xEA]. The normalized IA 
coefficients xIA∕

∑

xIA therefore correspond to the estimated 
ADD. The mean diameter index a′ can be extracted from x as in 
Daducci et al,20 as well as the estimated IAVF.

ActiveAxAMICO uses Tikhonov regularization (ℜ (x)=‖x‖2
2
)  

to estimate a′.20,22 Inspired by Hollingsworth and Johns,21 in 
this study we explored the benefits of using Laplacian regu-
larization (ℜ (x)=‖Lz

2
x‖2

2
, where Lz

2
 is the 2nd order finite 

difference operator with zero boundary conditions),25 to es-
timate orientationally invariant and non‐parametric ADDs. 
The proposed formulation was coined ActiveAxADD.

3 |  METHODS

3.1 | Substrate design
Cylinder diameters were sampled from 22 different gamma 
distributions corresponding to histological samples as in 
Lamantia and Rakic,1 Aboitiz et al,2 and Alexander et al17  
(http://camino.cs.ucl.ac.uk/index.php?n=Tutor ials.ActiveAx). 
Cylinders were randomly placed into isotropic voxels of 
0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm3 with IAVF of 70% and ensuring periodic-
ity at the voxel boundaries.26 Three illustrative substrates are 
shown in Figure 1. Cylinders could not be positioned for 3 of 
the 22 distributions (corresponding substrates only appear in the  
isolated IA experiments described hereafter).

3.2 | MR protocol
All substrate signals were computed using the 3‐shell pro-
tocol with Gmax = 300 mT/m optimized for mean diameter 
mapping.19 Protocol parameters were G = {300, 219, 300} 
mT/m, Δ = {12.1, 20.4, 16.9} ms and δ = {5.6, 7.0, 10.5} 
ms. Each shell had 60 directions evenly covering the unit 
sphere,27 and the protocol included 70 S0 volumes, totaling 
Ns = 250 measurements.19 IA and EA signals were computed 
separately and combined as described hereafter.

3.3 | ADD estimates using the isolated 
IA signal
Experiments first focused on the substrates’ isolated IA sig-
nals. For each substrate, the IA signal yIA ∈ℝ

Ns

+
 was computed 

as yIA =
∑Nd

i=1
wiSIA

�

Ri, α, D∥,Ω
�

 where wi was the volume‐
weighted fraction of each cylinder with respect to the total IA 
volume 

�

wi =
R2

i
∑

R2
i

�

 and SIA ∈ℝ
Ns

+
 the analytical signal of each 

cylinder.24 Intrinsic diffusivity was set to ex vivo values 
(D0 = 0.6 × 10−9 m2/s).17 Fifty different noisy repetitions 
ŷIA ∈ℝ

Ns

+
 were computed for each substrate, using Rician 

noise and SNR = 30 in the S0 volumes (as typically observed 
in preclinical scans). Cylinders had a different orientation for 
each noisy repetition, homogeneously covering the unit sphere.

Coefficients xIA were estimated by solving 
min
xIA≥0

‖AIAxIA− ŷIA‖
2
2
+λℜ (x) with either ActiveAxAMICO 

(ℜ (x)=‖x‖2
2
) or ActiveAxADD (ℜ (x)=‖Lz

2
x‖2

2
). AIA ∈ℝ

Ns×NA  
consisted of NA = 30 cylinders with diameters equally spread 
in [0.5, 20] μm. Cylinders were oriented along the first ei-
genvector of a tensor fit to ŷIA, and D0 was set to the average 
tensor’s 1st eigenvalue (0.607 × 10−3 ± 1 × 10−5 mm2/s). 

(2)fIASIA =

Nd
∑

d=1

wdScyl

(

Rd, α, D0,Ω
)

,

(3)fIASIA =

NA
∑

bin=1

ΨbinScyl

(

Rbin,α,D0,Ω
)

,

(4)y=Ax+ε,

(5)min
x≥0

‖Ax-y‖2
2
+λℜ (x) ,

http://camino.cs.ucl.ac.uk/index.php?n=Tutorials.ActiveAx
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Benjamini et al22 proposed to use a submicron compartment 
(also known as a “stick”),28 consisting of a tensor with zero 
perpendicular diffusivity, to capture the signal of cylinders 
with radius below the “diameter lower bound” (DLB).19 
Given a certain protocol, spins within cylinders smaller than 
the DLB do not move enough for the signal to decay,19 and it 
appears as a tensor with zero perpendicular diffusivity. An 
analytical estimation was proposed by Nilsson et al,29 which 

for our protocol would be d
(SDE)

min
=

(

768

7

�D0

�2�g2

)1∕4

= 2.7 μm 

(using the highest shell, SNR = 30, significance level of 5% 
and 1 repetition). We added the submicron compartment to 
the model and progressively removed from 1 to 4 columns of 
AIA until the smallest cylinder was 3.19 μm. The estimated 
ADD was compared to the corresponding ground‐truth by 
computing the Jensen‐Shannon distance, given by 
JSD (P, Q)=

∑

i

Pi log(Pi+ε)+Qi log(Qi+ε)

2
−

Pi+Qi

2
log(

Pi+Qi+ε

2
), where 

P is the mean ADD estimated over different noise realiza-
tions, Q is the ground‐truth ADD, and i is the bin index. A 
small ε = 1 × 10−16 was added for the log to be valid even 
when Pi or Qi were zero. To test for a significant difference 
between the 2 regularization methods, we performed a 
paired t‐test on 2 groups of JSDs obtained with either 
Tikhonov or Laplacian regularization. The number of sam-
ples was N = 22 JSD values in each group. λ was fixed to the 
value that provided the lowest JSD over all substrates.

3.4 | Adding the EA compartment
The substrates’ EA signals yEA were computed using 
Monte Carlo simulations. Simulations included 1 million 
spins with ex vivo diffusivity (D0 = 0.6 × 10−9 m2/s), TE = 
44 ms divided in 10,000 steps (step size was 0.009 μm). 
Spin trajectories were elastically reflected when colliding 
with a cylinder, and the EA signal yEA was computed using 
the phase cumulated by the spins during the ActiveAx 
protocol. The total substrate signal was computed as 
y= fIA ∗yIA+

(

1− fIA
)

∗yEA, where fIA was the IAVF (set to 
70%). Fifty different noisy repetitions ŷ were generated for 
each substrate by adding Rician noise with SNR = 30 in 
the S0 volumes. The fascicle had a different orientation in 
each repetition.

As the EA perpendicular diffusion is time‐dependent,30 
AEA was built using 49 time‐dependent axisymmetric ten-
sors,31 using combinations of 7 values of D

∞
∈ [0.06 × 10−9, 

0.42 × 10−9] m2/s and 7 values of A ∈ [1.00 × 10−14, 5.0 × 
10−13] m2. D∞ is the macroscopic asymptote of the diffusion 
coefficient, and its range corresponds to ICVFs ranging from 
30 to 90%, when assuming IAVF= (D0−D

∞
)∕D0.

20 A is re-
lated to the correlation length of the space between cylinders, 
and its range covers estimates obtained by Burcaw et al30 on 
similar substrates (see value of sectors 2, 4, and 6 reported 
in Table 2 in Burcaw et al).30 No isotropic compartment 
was included. The solution x was estimated from ŷ using 

F I G U R E  1  Properties of 3 representative substrates with smallest, intermediate, and biggest mean diameter index. 1st row: diameter 
histogram. 2nd row: partial cross‐section showing some of the cylinder’s positions. Black scale bars, 50 μm
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ActiveAxADD. Regularization was applied to the IA coeffi-
cients only, as proposed by Benjamini et al,22 because there 
was no evidence to promote smoothness for EA coefficients. 
A paired t‐test on JSDs obtained with either the isolated 
IA signals or the combined IA+EA signals was computed. 
Substrates for which the EA signal could not be computed 
were excluded from the test (N = 19 JSDs in each group).

To assess how other microstructure models behave with 
isolated IA signals, the original ActiveAxMMWMD model (i.e., 
a single cylinder) was used to estimate a′ by fitting a single 
cylinder to the noisy IA signals ŷIA using maximum likeli-
hood estimation. Then a′ was estimated by fitting the full 
ActiveAxMMWMD model (i.e., a single cylinder and a single 
time‐independent tensor with tortuosity constraint) to the full 
signal ŷ, using Camino.32

4 |  RESULTS

4.1 | ADD estimates using the isolated IA 
signal
For IA signals, the optimal λ was found to be 0.2 for both 
ActiveAxAMICO and ActiveAxADD (Figure 2). ActiveAxADD 
provided better mean ADD estimates compared to 
ActiveAxAMICO: over the set of all substrates, ActiveAxAMICO 
had a mean JSD of 0.09 ± 0.07, which significantly decreased 
to 0.07 ± 0.08 (Figure 3A) when using ActiveAxADD (paired 
t‐test P = 0.003, N = 22 JSD values). Using Laplacian reg-
ularization promoted ADDs that were closer to the ground 
truth, in particular regarding small diameters. The 3rd column 
in Figure 3A illustrates the diameter lower bound, inherited 

F I G U R E  2  Effect of regularization 
weight λ on ADD accuracy (JSD) for 
ActiveAxAMICO and ActiveAxADD 
when using isolated IA signals, and for 
ActiveAxADD when using signals with both 
IA and EA components

F I G U R E  3  Effect of adding the EA compartment on the estimated ADD. (A) estimated ADD for 3 different substrates, using isolated IA 
signals (top) or signals with IA and EA components (bottom). Regions with overestimated ADD are highlighted with black arrows. (B) Boxplot of 
the JSD between the mean ADD and the ground‐truth, when considering either the isolated IA signal (top) or both the IA and EA compartments 
(bottom)
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from the protocol. ActiveAxADD promoted smooth transitions 
from small values for the smallest diameters to the appropri-
ate ADD values for the diameters above the DLB. Such a 
trend corresponds to what has been reported in histological 
studies.1,2,33,34 Adding the submicron compartment worsened 
ADD estimates (e.g., for some signals, the “stick” was as-
signed a value of 1.0, and the resulting ADD was empty).

4.2 | Adding the EA compartment
For signals with both IA and EA components, the optimal λ 
was found to be 0.1. However, adding the EA compartment 
led to spurious peaks and increased variability with respect to 
noise. Figure 3B shows the resulting overestimation of large 
diameter contributions (black arrows). The estimated IAVF 
ranged from 50 to 100% (not shown). Adding the EA signal 
significantly increased the JSD to 0.09 ± 0.08 compared to 
the IA estimates (paired t‐test P = 4.1 × 10−5, N = 19 JSD 
values). Using time‐independent tensors led to even higher 
JSD (not shown). Such results were considered to be too 

unstable and inaccurate to trust estimates on real PGSE data 
using the current 3‐shell protocol, which contains a mixture 
of IA and EA signals.

Adding the EA signal also had a negative impact on the 
estimation of a′ using ActiveAxMMWMD (Figure 4), showing 
that the limitation observed for ActiveAxADD is shared with 
ActiveAxMMWMD. Estimates of a′ using ActiveAxADD are 
shown for comparison.

5 |  DISCUSSION

When considering the isolated IA compartment, we showed 
that ActiveAxADD can provide accurate ADD estimates 
from an optimized PGSE protocol with Gmax = 300 mT/m. 
Ill‐posedness is one of the main limitations in ADD mapping. 
Although ActiveAxADD inevitably inherits a DLB from the 
acquisition protocol, using Laplacian regularization with zero 
boundary conditions allows extrapolating ADD coefficients 
below this limit. ActiveAxADD provided ADD estimates 

F I G U R E  4  Estimates of the mean diameter index a′ derived using (A) the ActiveAxMMWMD model, and (B) the ActiveAxADD model. The first 
row shows estimates from the isolated IA signal whereas the second shows the effect of adding the EA compartment. Estimates of a′ for each noise 
realization are shown with blue crosses, whereas the mean over all realizations corresponds to red crosses. The ground truth lies over the dotted 
black line. The 3 black arrows show the representative substrates shown in Figures 1 and 3
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that were comparable to those obtained using DDE to sta-
bilize the ADD (see Table 2 in Benjamini et al).22 However, 
ActiveAxADD estimates have the added value of being ori-
entationally invariant. Orientationally invariant ADDs might 
be provided from DDE data using the 5‐design protocol,35 
however, to our knowledge, no study using this approach has 
been reported so far.

In microstructure imaging, ill‐posedness is not limited 
to the IA compartment. Models are also subject to degen-
eracy between compartments.36 In our experiments, ADDs 
estimated from signals containing both IA and EA contribu-
tions contained spurious peaks and had increased variability 
with respect to noise. The IAVF was either underestimated 
or overestimated, which indicated that part of the IA signal 
was captured by the EA model, and vice‐versa. The same ob-
servation was made for ActiveAxMMWMD, which showed that 
ActiveAxADD’s difficulty to disentangle IA and EA contribu-
tions is inherited from the ActiveAxMMWMD model. As the 
PGSE protocol used in the experiments was optimized ac-
cording to the ActiveAxMMWMD model (a single cylinder with 
a time‐independent tensor), other PGSE parameters might be 
required to properly disentangle the 2 compartments. The 
advantage of other sequences like oscillating gradients37 or 
DDE might be an enhanced separation between IA and EA 
compartments,38 rather than the decreased similarity between 
cylinders. Proposed orientationally invariant methods should 
be thoroughly tested and evaluated before they are applied on 
real signals.39,40

ActiveAxADD can nevertheless be applied to IA signals 
isolated from WM samples, ignoring the EA compartment. 
Indeed, Hollingsworth and Johns21 were able to obtain exper-
imental results by focusing on oil droplets in water, isolating 
the oil signal by following the attenuation of the aromatic 
peak in the NMR spectrum of their samples. Isolated IA 
signals can be obtained from WM samples using diffusion 
dMRI acquired at very high b‐values or using magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy (dMRS). Indeed, high‐end scanners like 
the Connectom Scanner41 allow performing dMRI acquisi-
tions at b‐values that are theoretically high enough to neglect 
the EA signal.42 The protocol should nevertheless be adapted 
to in vivo diffusivity and careful experiments should be con-
ducted to ensure that the EA compartment can effectively be 
ignored (e.g., Monte Carlo simulations). On the other hand, 
dMRS sequences allow isolating the diffusion signal for 
specific metabolites like N‐acetyl‐aspartate and glutamate, 
which are physically restrained to the IA space.43 In vivo 
metabolites have diffusivities similar to ex vivo water, which 
matches our simulations.43

Other WM features should be taken into consideration 
when applying ActiveAxADD on real data. First, our simula-
tions did not include dispersion and/or undulation of axons. 
This feature could be included in the model44 or factored 
out of the signal using b‐tensor encoding45 or the spherical 

mean technique.46 Then, our simulations didn’t include the 
effect of compartment specific T1 and T2 relaxation times, 
which should be included in the model if they are different 
between compartments. The IA and EA compartments have 
been shown to have different intrinsic diffusivities, which are 
not easily determined,36 but should be included in the model 
to avoid bias.

6 |  CONCLUSION

Experiments showed that non‐parametric and orientationally 
invariant ADDs can be reliably reconstructed from PGSE 
data using ActiveAxADD. The method inherits common limi-
tations of current microstructure models, in particular the 
DLB and the difficulty of disentangling IA and EA contribu-
tions. The proposed formulation is therefore of interest for 
methods that provide isolated IA signals (e.g., PGSE data 
acquired at high b‐values or dMRS data). Further work is 
nevertheless required before applying the method to real data 
containing a mixture of both compartments. In particular we 
require the formulation of a protocol or sequence, as well as 
an appropriate EA model, that allows disentangling properly 
the 2 compartments.
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